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This article introduces the auditing function in historical perspective as a solution
to principal-agent problems that emerged as commercial partnerships grew and as
corporations arose later. The early history of modern accounting coincides with
the rise of international business in Europe and public accounting emerges after
the rise of the corporate form of business. The treatment herein focuses first on
the history of mainly private late-medieval accounting to assess the profitability
of a privately owned company and then on the more recent role of accounting in
assuring the accuracy of the financial reports of publicly traded corporations. The
article highlights the economic value and the social function of private financial
accounting and public auditing. While closely related in form, public accounting
is distinctly different in philosophy and in its key purpose of reconciling diverse
investing interests. This article compares the different frames of mind between
purely private accounting and public accounting, while recognizing the social
contributions of each. It also responds to objections to including accounting
programs in the liberal-arts tradition by explaining why accounting fits well in
the history of economic progress and in a program of instruction in civic and
moral virtues. It concludes that the auditing function of public accounting plays
an essential role in modern free-enterprise economies with their large publicly
owned corporations.

Introduction
“We shouldn’t teach accounting here at this college,” claimed a former colleague
at another school. His blunt view reflects a sentiment common among faculty
members at liberal arts colleges. This article refutes that claim. While modern
accounting methods can be distorted to commit financial fraud, the private and
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public purposes of modern accounting have had important social value since businesses developed these methods in the 1300s and 1400s. Moreover, accounting
methods and the auditing function have historically enhanced private and public
virtues, promoting better moral behaviors of partners and workers and more
effective stewardship of resources. For these reasons among others, accounting
deserves a place in the liberal-arts curriculum.
A principal-agent problem emerges when managers direct operations and
finance on behalf of a firm’s owners. While investigating details of the problem,
Michael Jensen and William Meckling noted that Adam Smith in 1776 had
described agency problems. Managers of “other people’s money,” Smith wrote,
will not “watch over it with the same anxious vigilance with which the partners
in a private [partnership] frequently watch over their own.… Negligence and
profusion [of waste and abuse] … must always prevail, more or less, in the management of the affairs of such a company.”1 Effective collection and monitoring
of accounting data help owners of growing firms to limit costs arising from such
agency problems.
Accountants design systems to measure, process, record, and report numerical
information about real and monetary activities of businesses and their particular
ventures. Financial accounting specifically records and reports on a business’s
financial transactions, especially the monies that change hands in arm’s-length
market transactions, with a view to assessing the overall financial success of
the business or venture. Cost accounting measures, classifies, and records data
on the value of resources expended in the business or venture, and is routinely
reported to managers with a view to improving efficiency. Auditing is an accounting specialty through which expert accountants review the books of a business
for the purpose of verifying the accuracy and reliability of the acounts. Modern
accounting methods allow a business’s own accountants to conduct regular and
accurate internal audits of the company’s books. Since the early 1900s, however,
US law has also required publicly traded corporations to engage independent
certified external auditors for regular, official examinations of their accounts to
assess whether they properly represent actual business conditions and activities.
Before modern accounting emerged in the late medieval period, orderly
businesses kept mainly sequential lists of transactions. The most remarkable
historical developments in financial accounting, those associated with the rise of
double-entry methods of keeping accounts, occurred after 1300. With improved
accounts and the rise of printing centers in northern Italy, the improved methods of accounting spread intensively among Italian businesses and extensively
throughout Europe.2 At the start, double-entry bookkeeping served mainly a
private function to track an owner’s costs, revenues, and profitability. The new
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methods reduced financial risks and increased operating efficiency. As economic
theory suggests, increased efficiency in competition means lower costs and
greater supply to the public.
Traditional European commercial practices allowed companies to accept active
partners who participated materially in the business. Over time, Italy and then
England permitted companies to take on silent partners with limited liability. By
the 1900s in the United States, when the corporate form was well developed with
limited liability for owners, a distinctly different social function of accounting
emerged: the certified auditing of corporate accounts on behalf of investors. A
privately ordered system of public accounting emerged as both a for-profit enterprise and as a feature of “civil society,”3 with responsibilities to govern itself
and the accounting profession.
This article summarizes these historical developments, assesses their economic
aspects, and reviews recent accounting failures. It concludes with comments about
the place of accounting education in the liberal-arts curriculum and the importance
of moral training of accountants to equip them to preserve economic liberty in
the future.

The Rise of Double-Entry Bookkeeping
and Its Private Uses
Accounting developed as a reaction to the needs of increasingly complex organizational forms of companies conducting trade and finance at a distance. Doubleentry bookkeeping, for example, emerged in the midst of flourishing trade in the
Mediterranean after the Crusades. As Italian merchants and bankers prospered
through commerce, they developed superior commercial organizations through
debt finance of operations.4 Debt and deferred payments, however, created risks
and complexity that a simple list of transactions could not reflect.
Clough and Cole explain the rudimentary state of business bookkeeping
before the adoption of double-entry methods, when transactions “were set down
in chronological order and in Roman numerals. Such accounts were better than
nothing, but they were hard to work with and difficult to check. From them, it was
not possible to gain an accurate notion of the state of the business.”5 As commerce
expanded in the medieval era, family firms developed branch operations around
the Mediterranean and later into Northern Europe. A firm’s owners employed
“factors” or agents who conducted their business at a distance. Owners had to have
high trust in their agents and had to allow them independence to adapt quickly
to local conditions. Trust and freedom for agents in a growing firm, however,
increased risks of bad decisions and rogue agents. “[T]he control of agents in
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distant places,” one reporter observes, “remained one of the knotty problems of
mercantilist capitalism until the end of the 18th century.”6
Owners needed reliable numerical verification of the trust they had placed in
their partners and agents. Accurate bookkeeping could supply reliable information
about operations and finance to company owners. Even methods earlier than the
double-entry form, when applied thoroughly, could decrease risks of local and
distant operations. Ferguson attributes the success of the Medici family bank
partly to “simply a story of meticulous bookkeeping” and to the increasing size
of their operations that careful accounting allowed:
By modern standards … there were imperfections. The Medici did not systematically use the double-entry method. Still, the modern researcher cannot fail
to be impressed by the neatness and orderliness of the Medici accounts. The
archives also contain a number of early Medici balance sheets, with reserves
and deposits correctly arranged on one side (as liabilities …) and loans to
clients or commercial bills on the other side (as assets …). The Medici did
not invent these techniques, but they applied them on a larger scale than had
hitherto been seen in Florence.7

Paul Strathern has explained that the Medici also structured branch-manager
contracts to encourage their compliance through the offer of a partnership. Even
so, Strathern noted a case of fraud and abuse in the Medici bank in Venice, in
which the manager’s effective coverup on the account books delayed for a time
a discovery and correction by the company’s leaders. The manager, whose
partnership agreement forbade him from doing business with Germans—whose
business practices were considered backward—nonetheless loaned money to
some Germans, who absconded with the funds. Covering over the fraud involved
manipulating the books effectively, which proved difficult given the high borrowing costs of the fix. The fraud’s eventual discovery and correction is a lesson
in justice of the time and in the consequences to fraud uncovered. The manager,
Neri, “was summoned to Florence, where Giovanni di Bicci dismissed him, and
sued him for the missing money. Neri was forced to sell everything, including
his home, but this was not enough to cover the debt, so he gamely set off north
across the Alps to try and track down the Germans.”8
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Methods and Early Evidence
of Double-Entry Bookkeeping
The rise of more effective bookkeeping involved certain practical academic
advances, including the adoption of Arabic numerals, algebra, and double-entry
bookkeeping. Popular accounts credit the Italian monk Luca Pacioli with inventing
double-entry bookkeeping around 1494. Scholarship on medieval commerce by
Raymond de Roover, however, has shown that double-entry (DE) methods were
in use approximately two centuries earlier.9 De Roover’s 1955 essay summarizes
two aspects of the research into early modern accounting: first, the “form and
procedure … the exact manner in which records were kept” drew the attention
of earlier scholars and, second, later scholars addressed “whether a given set of
records leads up to a comprehensive financial statement [of] profit or loss and
… assets and liabilities.”10
Which bookkeeping characteristics were central to developing modern doubleentry accounting between 1300 and 1500? De Roover highlights at least six
essential methods and uses of bookkeeping:
Dual entry of transactions: “Since trade rests on the exchange of goods and
services, the duality which forms the basis of double entry, is rooted in the nature
of things…. Unless each transaction is recorded twice, once on the debit and
once on the credit side of the ledger, there is by definition no double entry.”11
An ability to expect a balance on the books: “If the bookkeeper has made
an error, the books may not balance. However, we are not in the presence of
double-entry bookkeeping unless his procedure is such that the books would
have balanced if no errors had been made…. At the end, do we have a real balance showing the owners’ equity and the composition of assets and liabilities?
Only if the answer is affirmative, is one justified in speaking without hesitation
of books kept in double entry.”12
Accounts kept in one currency unit: “Accounts must be kept in the same
monetary unit or unit of account.”13 Otherwise, a change in the rate of trade
of one currency for another could cause an imbalance on the books; that is,
a balance of correct debits and credits can no longer be expected in a world
of flexible exchange rates and of bookkeeping using more than one currency.
Multiple accounts kept: “[A]n integrated system of accounts should include
not only personal and impersonal accounts [separate partner and venture
accounts, for instance] but also real accounts as well as nominal accounts
[tallies of bushels of grain or yards of cloth, for example, as well as cash or
payables accounts].”14
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Effects on profit and owner’s equity appears: These separate accounts should
“record operating results and changes [in profits and] in the owner’s equity.
To record these changes … is the main purpose of any accounting system.”15
Balances struck regularly to control the business: “[I]t would be wrong to
assert that ‘the striking of balances was performed primarily for narrow bookkeeping purposes.’16 On the contrary, already in the Middle Ages, balance
sheets were extensively used for purposes of control—and even for purposes
of taxation…. According to the partnership agreements, the [Medici] branch
managers were required to strike the balance each year and to send a copy
to the main office in Florence…. In Florence, it was the duty of the general
manager and his assistant to examine, with a special eye for aging [overdue]
accounts, the balance sheets sent by branches…. Medici records show that bad
debts were the principal menace [that] threatened to undermine the solvency
of the medieval merchant-bankers and their companies.”17

CEHE’s summary agrees with de Roover that DE methods were certainly
an Italian invention and appeared gradually in the two centuries before 1500; it
places the beginning in books kept by a Florentine banking-house agent operating in Champagne.18

Pacioli, Accounting, and Economic Progress
Strathern credits Medici banking with advancing the City of Florence’s commercial standing by encouraging a growing Euro-Asian trade.19 Florence, at the
time the Medici arose, was less powerful than other European cities, but “made
up for this in the creation of wealth” through banking, mainly by the Medici.
Banking then made Italy powerful because it provided a financial foundation for
flourishing trade with Asia. The rise of Medici banking and its use of double-entry
methods were reflected in the company’s 1427 tax returns, sixty-seven years
before publication of Pacioli’s treatise on math and accounting.
If double-entry methods were already in use, what do we make of Pacioli’s
contribution to accounting? He and others taught the rest of Europe to keep
accounts!
In 1494, Luca Pacioli published a mathematics, geometry, and accounting
textbook.20 His was perhaps the first but not the only text available in the late
1400s and early 1500s that explained the new methods of accounting.21 He wrote
only a primer on double-entry methods, issued at the end of the period of rapid
advancement in Italian accounting methods.22 As De Roover notes,
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Medieval practice was often less simple than Luca Pacioli in his treatise would
lead us to believe. Very often, instead of only one journal, there were several
books of primary entry—one of them being the cash book. It was also current practice to have more than one ledger, either to cope with the volume of
business … or to conceal certain transactions.23

To learn advanced methods of accounting, commonly one would have had
to apprentice with practicing bookkeepers at an up-to-date commercial family
partnership. Instead, Pacioli began to provide unschooled merchants a valuable
introduction to Arabic numbers, arithmetic, and double-entry bookkeeping.
Three elements characterized Pacioli’s accounting instructions. He taught
a new system of accounting methods, he gave sound advice on key aspects
of a successful business, and he included moral lessons for personal success.
First, Pacioli’s accounting methods were more than bookkeeping. They were
a package of the new Arabian numbers, calculations directly to paper without
an abacus, and then the double-entry methods. The system allowed more rapid
calculations of the current condition of the firm (striking a trial balance) and the
end-of-year position (closing of the books) of the company’s activities.24 In the
old system of accounts, each transaction (sale for cash, sale for credit, payment
for expenses, or repayment of debt) was recorded once in a long list of transactions. Understanding the current financial condition of the company or of one
of its projects took too long to help the owner.
Second, Pacioli stated specific requirements for managing a business, directed
to the owner and organizer of the business with the obvious goal of enhancing
private profit. He thus showed that his system of bookkeeping must fit into a
broader management approach. As one summary describes it, “Pacioli begins
De Computis by saying the successful merchant needs three things: sufficient
cash or credit, good bookkeepers, and an accounting system that allows him to
view his affairs at a glance.”25
Third, and even more generally, Pacioli offered moral lessons intended to
enhance the person and profitability of the business as well. His “sage sayings
to guide the businessman” read as part business text, part Roman mythology,
and part biblical proverbs:
Where there is no order there is confusion.
Every action is determined by the end in view.
Work should not seem to you strange, for Mars never granted victory to those
that spent their time resting.
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A sage said to the lazy man to take the ant as an example. If you are in business and do not know all about it, your money will go like flies, that is, you
will lose it.26

Advanced methods of bookkeeping gave Italian merchants a competitive
advantage in trade and finance. Because private knowledge had more value when
unshared, busy company accountants rarely shared their knowledge of modern
accounting except with apprentices. It fell to an Italian monk to share the valuable knowledge with others. Translations of and amendments to Pacioli’s and
others’ texts helped spread more efficient accounting and calculating methods
into all of Europe.27 In Northern Europe, Dutch, English, and Swedish financiers
especially benefited from the lessons. Between 1600 and 1700, bankers in those
three nations using the improved methods began to develop early forms of central
banking that “served a public as well as a private financial function,” an indication of the emergence of civil aspects of private associations.28

Private and Social Benefits
of the New Accounting Methods
How precisely did employing the new accounting methods affect the control
of firms and economic progress? Double-entry of each transaction, separated
accounts, an expectation of a balance, and regularly balancing accounts had
these effects: increased speed of striking a balance, increased details from the
various new types of accounts, and thus increased comprehension about the
condition of the company.
By increasing bookkeeping speed, detail, and clarity, the new methods also
allowed for more regular and informative internal audits of operations, finances,
ventures, inventories, and managers’ decisions. The first step in an internal audit
is to check that each account balanced, perhaps during the year or at the closing
of a venture, but at least at the end of each year. Next the manager inspects the
accounts and individual entries for errors and risks. By 1500, computation of a
trial balance and closing balances could be done rapidly and accurately, showing changes in the profit and equity of individual partners, credit risks, and the
overall health of the firm from year to year.
With efficient bookkeeping, owners and their managers could more readily
identify fraud during an audit. Entering each transaction as both a debit and a
credit gave a corresponding reason for each entry. Cash went out because cloth
for cutting came in. Goods went out because cash came in. With single entries,
an accounting mistake or a fraudulent activity was difficult to find. In the double48
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entry system, auditors in the home office could more easily trace a misstatement
of income or expense. To avoid detection, a fraudulent partner had to make not
one but two reasonable and related entries on the books, making it more likely
that an auditor could spot an error or deception while following the audit trail.
Entering and reviewing transactions in separate accounts for different partners,
projects, and transaction types allowed owners to pinpoint sources of profit or loss
and waste or fraud, whereas searching a single account book with a sequential
list of all transactions, each recorded once, had been cumbersome. For instance,
by checking the balance on a branch office’s income and expense accounts,
owners could readily assess net income. Finding net worth on separate balance
sheets for each partner revealed who could claim which shares of the business.
Checking the cash or inventory accounts could indicate whether funds or stock
had been pilfered.
Among the most direct economic effects of modern accounting was lowering the transaction costs of hiring the best managers to expand the business.
According to institutional economics, these were the costs of finding, contracting with, and monitoring trustworthy partners who could manage profitably the
firm’s distant offices. Once prospective partners understood the power of the
new system of keeping accounts to detect fraudulent, wasteful, and unprofitable
activities, recruits would tend to self-select: those intent on fraud and those less
capable of efficient, profitable management would seek other employment. The
owner’s credible threat to detect and punish poor management practices facilitated
employing partners who could offer credible commitments to perform well.29
As trade and finance flourished in Europe, companies naturally expanded.
Double-entry accounts accommodated management of increasingly large and complex businesses. Through them, owners could manage costs and benefits of
various individual operations while also assessing the condition of the entire
company. Older methods, clumsy as they were, seem to have been highly useful
only when limited to costs and benefits of a single ship voyage or a single job.
These benefits of accounting methods accrued to the owners and other partners in a business. What can we conclude about the broader economic and social
benefits of private accounting? Economic theory asserts and history demonstrates
that free markets with appropriate institutions and minimal government interventions have been most effective in raising standards of living. Voluntary exchange,
a positive-sum game, creates value by moving resources and products to their
best uses, according to willingness to pay for them. Fraud and theft, which are
zero-sum games, interfere with economic efficiency by diverting resources and
products from the efficient market economy.
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Thus, in Europe after 1500, voluntary commercial exchange based on increasingly timely and factual accounting information contributed to the spread of
socially beneficial commerce and therefore to rising standards of living. As
improved bookkeeping decreased uncertainty about the behavior of partners
and managers and other operational and financial risks, owners’ trust increased.
As trust developed, increasingly complex patterns of investment and exchange
emerged, leading to rising standards of living.30

The Rise of Public Accounting
and Its Social Functions
By the time Pacioli had set down the basics, the medieval accounting revolution
was largely complete. New organizational forms would require further innovations
in accounting, but the broad outlines that would allow for that innovation were
set. After 1500, “accounting made little headway until the growth of large-scale
enterprise in the 19th century brought to the fore new problems and solutions.”31
A crucial new problem by 1900 was how to certify the accuracy and integrity
of the books of a corporation whose stock traded publicly. During the 1800s and
1900s, the number of corporations with legal limits on owners’ liability expanded
greatly. As capital intensity and the scale of production grew, business appetites
for financial capital from investors also grew.
The eventual goal of building great corporations was not merely to limit or
share risks. To amass great capital stock under unified direction required assembling many investors who would put their combined wealth to work. Publicly
recorded failures of earlier corporations, sometimes under suspicious conditions,
would decrease the willingness of investors to risk their wealth. A certified system of auditing the books of corporations, if thought reliable, would encourage
investors to risk wealth.
The theoretical contribution to economic efficiency and the general social
welfare of such a system again depended on all parties to an investment having
accurate information. Like the benefits of private accounting, public accounting
contributes to improved distribution and employment of resources, as Robert
Bushman, Joseph D. Piotroski, and Abbie J. Smith note:
Efficient capital allocation dictates that capital be invested in projects expected
to be value creating and withdrawn from projects with poor prospects. At the
heart of economic theories connecting a country’s financial-sector development
with enhanced resource allocation is the role of the financial sector in reducing
frictions due to information asymmetry and in promoting value-maximizing
decisions by managers of firms. Financial disclosure and related institutions
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designed to promote credible disclosure between managers and investors play
a key role in facilitating efficient capital allocation.32

In short, accurate and trusted financial accounting reduces transaction costs of
investing and increases the willingness of those with wealth but with no good
personal uses for the funds to make them available to publicly held corporations.

The Rise of the Corporation
A joint-stock company sells shares to investors, who may be active or inactive
as managers, and who may have limited or unlimited liability for its debts. A
benefit of organizing a business as a joint-stock company is that added shareholders can supply added financial capital as a company grows. Where laws allowed
free contract, joint-stock companies required no government charter before they
could form. Investors simply signed on to the enterprise.33
After 1500, joint-stock companies became increasingly common in Europe,
as the needs of large-scale production and expanding trade and finance required.
Partnerships and joint-stock companies differed in their main organizing purpose.
Partnerships primarily organized competent, trustworthy people around a business. Joint-stock companies organized wealth and the silent partners who made
it available to fund a project too big for the firm’s partners. “The need for permanence and large sums of money in overseas trade,” Clough and Cole observe,
“[were among] the chief incentives to the rise of the joint stock companies.”34
Joint-stock companies were the precursors to modern corporations, with their
limited liability for shareholders and their potentially large size.
Commercial for-profit corporations that offered limited liability to all shareholders did not grow in number until various state and national laws allowed
them in the 1800s. The US Constitution allowed corporations to register in any
state, and so state laws applied. Gradually, then, American corporations came
into existence by registration instead of by a political act of chartering by the
sovereign government. Shareholders owned these registered corporations and
eventually had limited liability for the debts of what was an entity separate from
its owners, with legal standing in the courts..
The British Parliament passed the Joint Stock Companies Act of 1844, creating an office through which British citizens could register (rather than charter)
corporations. In the Limited Liability Act of 1855, shareholders’ liabilities for
debts of British corporations were limited to whatever portion of their shares
they still owed to the corporation.
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In Britain and in the United States, the legal stage was thus set for limitedliability corporations. This legal means of reducing investment risk encouraged
an increase in demand for shares. At the same time, ongoing technical progress
that led to more capital-extensive and capital-intensive production processes
contributed to increases in the supply of shares in corporations during the 1800s
and into the 1900s.
Corporations that spread risk among shareholders and that offered them limited
liability for corporate debt did not eliminate the risks to an investor’s capital.
Casualty risk and other risks of business failure due to excess debt, specific or
general collapse of demand, or increased resource costs still threatened dividends
and principal. Alongside these was the risk of business fraud, either from the
start of the enterprise or as a later response to reversals to protect the directors
and their friends. Memories of such financial reversals cause investors to hesitate
before putting savings at further risk.
One example worth noting from the late 1800s is the fraudulent watering
of shares of stock to be publicly sold. During the terms of Presidents William
McKinley and Theodore Roosevelt, the US Industrial Commission (USIC)
investigated widespread corporate fraud and financial abuse (1898–1902). United
States history texts once taught of “stock watering schemes” by which a financier
inflated unfairly the value of shares of corporate stock before selling the shares to
unsuspecting and trusting private investors in the stock market.35 Financiers could
manipulate stock share prices through various schemes. One involved reforming
the corporation several times and inflating share values at each sale by entering
fraudulent “goodwill value” on the books of the firm.36 A related method was
through questionable promotions of issuing shares to the unsuspecting public by
associating the new shares with the name of a financier that the public admired
as an astute investor.37
Two problems arise when investing in risky projects directed by a subset of
investors or by managers as agents for investors: knowing how to discriminate
first between fraudulent and honest companies and second between profitable and
unprofitable projects. The financial community required new processes, rules,
and organizations to reassure investors and to reduce their actual and perceived
risks. Chief among them were the conduct of certified independent audits of the
financial reports of publicly traded corporations. If in 1900 financial markets had
not solved investors’ information problems involved in putting capital at risk in
other’s projects, the economy could not have grown as quickly due to inefficient
capital investment. Slower rates of capital formation would then have meant less
than the best rates of increase in wages and in standards of living.
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Public Accounting and FASB
The rise of an American system of public accounting and the organizations that
implemented or oversaw it is, therefore, an important feature of the history of
American free enterprise. Public accounting by principled, independent auditors emerged as a key feature of corporate self-governance and as a substitute
for coercive government oversight of corporate finance. Formal organization of
public accountants in the United States began in 1887 with creation of the American Association of Public Accountants (AAPA). Voluntary self-regulation of
accounting practice for the public good continued into the 1900s, under the
guidance of the AAPA, later known as the American Institute of Accountants
(AIA) and then the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA).
State societies of public accountants in New York, Pennsylvania, and Illinois
arose around the turn of the century to address the need for certifiable financial
information. In 1902, the Federation of Societies of Public Accountants in the
United States formed “with the announced intention of promoting uniform CPA
laws.… The New York state society … perceived that goal as considerably less
important than the development and enforcement of professional standards.”38
This emphasis on reflexively established professional standards for accounting
education, practice, and ethics demonstrates how business contributes to civil
society.
The rise of “financial capitalism” in the United States in the late 1800s shifted
the profit-making emphasis from controlling productive capacity to controlling
financial assets. Financial capitalism led to financial manipulation in which
accountants employed what were then morally questionable practices and what
would now be considered fraudulent bookkeeping, including abuses noted earlier
such as stock watering and writing fraudulent goodwill value onto the books of
large enterprises.39 The attention that the USIC then brought to these and other
abuses in 1900 led to public demands for increased financial accountability.
Even before 1900, New York Stock Exchange President Henry Clews and
economist John Bates Clark, among others, had favored publicizing financial
information.40 The wave of demands crested in 1900, during the USIC’s investigations. “Many … who testified before the Industrial Commission, including
most of the businessmen, felt that corporate publicity was the best alternative
available for reducing various corporate abuses.”41
The USIC recommended government rules that required financial accountability and transparency. Three decades later, the Great Depression and the inauguration of Franklin D. Roosevelt in 1933 set the stage for increased financial
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regulation in the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934 (SEA ’34). The US government continued to refuse to set particular accounting rules.42 While the SEA ’34
gave its commission (SEC) the right to do so, the SEC left such regulation to the
accounting profession itself. Business favored such a system over government
regulation: “Although they may have preferred corporate secrecy,” one account
of the period notes, “the real threat of direct government intervention rendered the
alternative—independent audits by established professional accountants—more
attractive.”43 The SEA ’34 did, however, establish financial reporting requirements for medium and large public corporations “to keep shareholders and the
markets informed on a regular basis in a transparent manner.”44 These financial
reports were then subject to audits by certified public accountants, one of their
assurance services.
After Congress created the SEC in 1934, the AIA created a Committee on
Accounting Procedure to set rules, and in 1959 an Accounting Principles Board
superseded the Committee.45 Voluntary self-regulation further advanced in 1973
when the AICPA formed the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) to
create “a formal standards-setting process” to insure “uniformity” and “comparability” in financial accounting.46 The AICPA created FASB “because giving
authority to a committee composed primarily of independent auditors did not
appear to provide equal opportunity for all interest groups to participate in (and
to affect the outcome of) the standards-setting process.”47 As such, FASB became
even more of a civil-society organization than the committees it had replaced.
The developments of a profession of certified public accountants and of their
professional associations were remarkable events in the history of the participation
of private for-profit businesses in civil society. The FASB and its predecessors
helped to secure the financial rule of law through written principles, not arbitary
decisions, that applied to all. All those trained as CPAs, whether operating inside
a corporation or as independent auditors of the accuracy of regular reports by
internal accountants, were operating with the same set of instructions. The FASB
thereby increased accountability and financial transparency in the for-profit and
the not-for-profit sectors,48 and established the orderly basis for self-government
and for petitioning the rule-setting authorities for reasonable changes to the rules.
Along the lines suggested by Robert Bothwell regarding civil-society-organization interaction with government,49 the FASB not only works with government
(the SEC) but also works to avoid excessive government interference in the private
economy by meeting the social needs described here. Ideally, financial accounting follows set rules for all with similar business circumstances, and audits by
independent experts assure compliance with those rules and certify the accuracy
of statements about the financial condition of the firm. When the system works,
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these published financial reports decrease uncertainty for those who may have
material interests but limited access to a business’s internal operations.

Economic Aspects of Independent Auditing
In what way does a twenty-first-century free-enterprise economy depend on independent auditors? The literature on economic institutions and transactions costs
explains the economic aspects of the public-auditing function and the institutions
or rules of the game that arose with it. One reason we impose economic rules
is to reconcile diverse economic interests. The interests of investors who own
shares in the publicly owned corporation are different from those who manage
it and who keep its internal accounts. The interests of those holding ownership
shares in the corporation are different from those considering investing in the
company. And the interests of those who own and manage the corporation differ
from those of bankers, bond investors, and a firm’s suppliers who extend credit.50
Analysts use financial and nonfinancial information to assess credit risks on behalf
of lenders.51 When the state oversees the commercial public square, it also takes
interest in public accounting and in regulating it further when it goes awry.52
Owners who are neither managers nor directors want honest information
about how the corporation is being managed—and so do potential investors
and lenders. In an ideal financial exchange such as trading stock or lending and
borrowing funds, efficient contracts require equal information on both sides and
information that is materially accurate and complete. That is the task of imposing
on financial reports uniform accounting rules and certified audits.
When, however, substantial asymmetries in information about the state of the
corporation arise, owners, investors, lenders, and governing regulators will make
bad decisions due to inaccurate or intentionally distorted information. The fraud
perpetrated against investors for years by Bernard Madoff, at the cost in 2008 of
$64.8 billion of investor wealth, is a case of asymmetric information due to a joint
failure of public auditing and SEC oversight. As it turned out, Madoff managed
his own books and did not open them honestly to reliable independent auditors
or regulators: He knew much more about the fraud he was perpetrating than did
investors and regulators. SEC inspectors, victims of their own misplaced trust in
Madoff as a known fund manager, were too late in discovering and revealing the
fraud. Apparently, the auditors of large investment companies that placed funds
with Madoff’s private hedge fund were also victims of misplaced trust and a
lack of due diligence, taking reports produced by Madoff himself at face value.53
Uninformed or misinformed potential investors in mutual funds will mistakenly invest in shares at overinflated prices. Enron Corporation also committed
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accounting fraud supported by auditors who were also acting as consultants. In
2000, the New York Times reported on the long list of investors burned by the
99.5 percent drop in the value of Enron shares in one year, noting that it “begins
with anyone who bought shares in a Standard & Poor’s 500 index mutual fund
before Enron was dropped from the index late last week.”54 It also included
investors who owned shares in popular mutual funds, such as Alliance Capital,
Vanguard, and Janus Capital.
Poorly informed prospective bank lenders and bond buyers will unwisely
extend credit. When Italian dairy corporation Parmalat went bankrupt in 2003 in
Europe’s largest corporate failure, its books had understated its debt. Revealing
the extent of losses to ill-informed lenders and other investors, forensic auditors
discovered that Parmalat’s actual debt of over $14 billion was about eight times
the debt listed in its books.55 In short, asymmetric financial information will lead
to poor management and allocation of capital and of loanable funds. Moreover,
as investors come to understand the scope of the financial-information asymmetries, financial markets will be subject to the same failures that characterize a
market for used automobiles with buyer uncertainties about quality.56 Less trade
in stocks and bonds than is ideal will occur until institutions develop that improve
financial understanding, especially the institutions of improved public accounting. Reestablishing trust that has been lost, however, is costly and takes time.
To the point, managers and internal auditors whose company is secretly in
distress can postpone the financial day of reckoning for their poor stewardship
by cooking the firm’s books. For a privately held company, the costs of such
accounting shenanigans would be borne mainly by poorly informed owners and
managers, and their bankers, workers, and suppliers. For a publicly traded company, corrupt accounting spreads the costs of bad management or fraud onto a
broader group, the unsuspecting public of investors and others. Such commercial
opportunism (taking advantage of unequal information about the poor state of
the firm), when discovered, destroys trust in the financial system and leads to a
reduced level of future investor funding for all corporations.
Not all accounting failures involve internal auditors colluding with corrupt
owners and managers to give the investing public a distorted picture of the firm’s
finances. In the well-known failure of WorldCom in 2002, its chief internal auditor,
Cynthia Cooper, revealed that the company had improperly listed costs of leases
and current expenses of its telecom business as long-term capital expenditures.
Even so, critics questioned how such a basic accounting error could have been
missed until Cooper came forward.57
What did analysts make of all of this accounting fraud? In late January 2002,
Business Week’s cover proclaimed “Accounting in Crisis” and the subtitle of
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the story inside was “Reform is urgent.”58 The old system of certification by
independent external auditors had broken down so thoroughly at Enron and at
other corporations, that the story declared:
As shocking as Enron is, it is only the latest in a dizzying succession of accounting meltdowns from Waste Management to Cendant. Lynn E. Turner, former
chief accountant for the SEC, and now a professor at Colorado State University,
calculates that in the past half-dozen years investors have lost close to $200
billion in earnings restatements and lost market capitalization following audit
failures…. That sorry record has cast doubt on a once-honored profession.59

Causes of the failure of corporate internal audits and certified external audits
have been covered elsewhere and are too complex for this history. A key culprit—public accountants’ conflicts of interest and sacrifice of independence
by mixing external auditing and internal consulting60—should not tarnish the
entire accounting profession. Even so, it has. Once discovered, these spectacular
failures of public auditing contributed to flagging trust in all public financials
and the crisis brought rapid and intrusive regulation by the federal government.
As a political response demanded by angry investors and critics of capitalism,
the regulations have attempted to mandate corrections but have also imposed
their own inefficiencies. They also depart from an ideal that the earlier system
of independent public audits attempted to approach: effective self-governance
of corporate finance. Certain members and practices brought this on their own
profession and the corporations they serve, with the effect of added costs for
many other corporations who had by and large played by the old rules.

Accounting and a Liberal Education
This history of its contribution to civil society illustrates why accounting should
have a place in the curriculum of a liberal-arts college.61 Consider certain aspects
of a liberal education. The student is trained as an individual for independent
thought and moral behavior. Education develops the student as a citizen of various communities—local, state, and global—with an appreciation of civic duties
that advance the commonwealth. The curriculum is broad, including study of
other disciplines outside the major area.
Training to be a public accountant (or even an internal auditor) requires precisely such training. The nature of public accounting is private enforcement of
acceptable practices to maintain a measure of economic liberty in commerce. The
student must develop an independent spirit, one that considers whether financials presented as fact do indeed represent the facts and conform to accounting
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principles. Rather than committing only to the interests of the firm’s owners, the
practicing accountant must consider the broader community interests. That is,
the student must appreciate the civic role of public accounting and an auditor’s
responsibility to the investment community and the community of auditors. The
ideal public accountant defends the investors’ interests and the reputation of other
auditing professionals through principled and ethical practices. Those who govern
certification as a CPA in New York State require that the candidate “be of good
moral character.”62 In Tennessee, candidates for the CPA must “pass an ethics
examination given by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
(AICPA) with a score of 90% or better.”63
A liberal education cultivates the very civic virtues and moral virtues that
we hope will animate the public accountant. Unfortunately, the recent crisis in
accounting to which Business Week referred, seems to reflect a decline of civic
and moral virtues. Public accountants’ collective unwillingness to address their
growing conflict of interest after 1970 between providing certified audits to the
same corporations with which they also consulted suggests a serious erosion of
“professional spirit,” as R. H. Tawney put it. In his otherwise unfortunate call
for curtailing economic freedom, Tawney correctly identified the importance of
“spirit” and “zeal” as motives, aside from seeking higher monetary compensation, that contribute to business efficiency and national defense:
Professional spirit is a force like gravitation … which the engineer uses, when
he can, to do his work for him…. In what are described par excellence as “the
services” it has always been recognized that esprit de corps is the foundation
of efficiency … indeed the power upon which the country relied as its main
safeguard in an emergency was the professional zeal of the navy and nothing
else. Nor is that spirit peculiar to the professions that are concerned with war.64

Tawney would likely agree that an esprit de corps and a moral zeal are also
important to the efficiency and honesty of professional public accountants. Had
that spirit of service prevailed earlier, Congress may not have felt pressed to
intervene with the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 that, among other things, no longer
allowed a corporation to hire certified auditors and accounting consultants from
the same public-accounting firm. Government regulations, written by energetic
congressional staffers, industry insiders, and executive-agency staffers can create a mess. Moreover, even excellent regulations can fail to work effectively if
oversight is underfunded or if a cozy relationship develops among regulatory
officials and financial-market participants.65
To the extent that government interventions are less efficient than zealous
self-regulation, continued economic efficiency depends on reestablishing this
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spirit among any public accountants who lack it in sufficient measure. Rebuilding
civic spirit and fortifying moral zeal are also crucial tasks for educators who
train public accountants. Those tasks will best be done in educational institutions
committed to promoting civic and moral virtues.

Summary and Conclusions
This article examined certain historical economic functions of modern accounting
and the practice of auditing the books. It highlighted the benefits of private and
certified public accounting in improving stewardship of resources and detection of fraud and abuse due to agency problems. Owners and their bookkeepers served as internal auditors for their own private medieval-era trading and
finance companies. Widespread use of the new methods after about 1400 gave
owners more-timely and more-accurate accounting reports. The new methods
provided better-organized and up-to-date real and financial data about which
uses of a business’s capital and which employments of its raw materials and
workers’ efforts would create the greatest value while reducing unintentional
waste. Double-entry bookkeeping using Arabic numerals and multiple accounts
together permitted timely calculation of balances by hand, allowing for detailed
and up-to-the-moment assessment of a company’s overall profit or loss and the
profitability of individual projects and branches. Regular detailed accounting
reports also tended to reveal more quickly and clearly any fraud and theft that was
diverting resources and products from their best uses, and into wasteful or illegal
activities that did not create value. As improved private accounting contributed
to more efficient business decisions, the resulting lower costs and the ongoing
spread of commercial competition also contributed to economic progress and
rising standards of living in Europe.
After 1900, public accountants began to serve as external auditors for publicly
traded corporations. Their role was to verify a firm’s declared profitability and to
assess the accuracy and consistency of its books. In their new role of providing
certified audits, public accountants began to serve a civic function, supporting the
rule of financial law and promoting efficient distribution of society’s resources
among competing uses. A central role of public accounting was to establish
and maintain high trust in the books among investors, lenders, suppliers, and
even workers, so as to assure that capital flowed to its most efficient uses and
its most effective stewards. Self-governance among public accountants, as long
as the profession maintained its moral vision and independence, contributed to
the ideal of free enterprise with few entanglements from inefficient government
bureaucracy.
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Recent failures of internal and external auditing have eroded investor trust,
upset an efficient allocation of capital, and invited more government interventions that do not universally improve efficiency. A thriving free-enterprise system
requires that for-profit agents organize and submit to effective self-governance
that is free of conflicts of interest and improper bias. The private and social values
of certified audits depend on the skill, accuracy, independence, and moral integrity of public accountants. In short, private commercial morals and their private
enforcement by honest and effective auditors are crucial to a free-market economy.
Therefore, the study of accounting and of the role of accurate and independent
audits in the history of economic development belongs in a liberal-arts curriculum that seeks to explain our past and present economic and political situations.
An effective liberal education requires training in moral and civic virtues, and
students trained in the “arts” of being a free, self-governing, and moral people
will make the best accountants and auditors, well suited to preserving economic
and political liberties.
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